POWER UP YOUR OWN SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

HIKVISION TURBO HD SURVEILLANCE KITS
For three years and counting, Hikvision has held the number one position in providing professional video surveillance worldwide. Now, with your own two hands, you can install our new Analogue Turbo HD Video Surveillance Kits!

Each kit provides all you need to set up a video security system – power adapters, cables, video recorder, and cameras. Enjoy the highest quality, best-selling cameras and DVRs on the market, and all at an affordable price. Choose camera and DVR combinations that offer 720p or 1080p recording with bullet and turret designs to suit your tastes.

Hikvision’s new Analogue Turbo HD Kits focus on our hottest-selling cameras and DVRs. Years of pioneering new technologies in the video surveillance industry has uniquely enabled Hikvision to bring the most cost-effective value to your home or office. This is the best time to purchase an all-in-one, do-it-yourself surveillance set up.

Each kit is easy to install and use for any level of experience. Users will love the high-definition imaging, friendly user interface, live viewing on multiple devices, and much more. Easily combine these kits with existing devices for a professional and truly customized upgrade. Take a Hikvision kit home today and enjoy a secure home or office environment.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

A TRUE ONE-STOP SHOP!
These combo kits have all you need to set up a surveillance system, with multiple flexible choices of cameras and DVRs.

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY.
The kits focus on our hottest-selling and the most cost-effective cameras and DVRs.

EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO OPERATE.
The kits are designed in such a way that entry-level users can easily install, set up, and operate the system.
APPLICATION SCENARIO

Small & Medium Retail Stores  
Small Offices & Buildings  
Residences

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

4 or 8 cameras (bullet and/or dome)  
1 x DVR  
4 x 18m BNC  
Cables  
Power adapters

PRODUCT LIST

• DVR (4-ch): DS-7104HGHI-F1 or DS-7204HGHI-F1
• DVR (8-ch): DS-7108HGHI-F1/N or DS-7208HGHI-F1/N
• Camera 1 (Bullet): DS-2CE16C0T-IR(P) (720P)
• Camera 2 (Dome): DS-2CE56C0T-IR(P) (720P)
• Kit Type:
  4ch DVR + 4 Bullets
  4ch DVR + 2 Bullets + 2 Domes
  8ch DVR + 8 Bullets
  8ch DVR + 4 Bullets + 4 Domes

• DVR (4-ch): DS-7104HQHI-K1 or DS-7204HQHI-K1
• DVR (8-ch): DS-7108HQHI-K1 or DS-7208HQHI-K1
• Camera 1 (Bullet): DS-2CE16D0T-IR(P) (1080P)
• Camera 2 (Dome): DS-2CE56D0T-IR(P) (1080P)
• Kit Type:
  4ch DVR + 4 Bullets
  4ch DVR + 2 Bullets + 2 Domes
  8ch DVR + 8 Bullets
  8ch DVR + 4 Bullets + 4 Domes
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